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Today I would like to talk about the larger social and political
atmosphere in which advocacy efforts are unavoidably embedded.

I should

perhaps mention here that the primary focus of my remarks will be mental
eetardation, butt it will easily be recognized that many of the pOints

apply equally well to other handicapped groups.

For special interest and advocacy groups to be effective, it is
necessary that they understand the politics of the 4ssues that concern
them.

As Knitzer (1971) has stated, "After a decade of experimentation

with social change policies, the professional has come to appreciate
that social priorities and programs are alternately beneficiaries and
victims of a fundamental political process.

Advocacy, in that it is

inherently and unabashedly political, reflects a crystallization of
this awareness and an attempt to create new strategies for social
change (p. 699)."

Recognizing this fact, the various special interest

groups in our society have almost, without exception, all developed
relatively coherent' social and political philosophies to guide their
actions.

However, the professional and lay spokesmen for the mentally

retarded have largely failed to develop a unified political philosophy
for their movement.

This lack of a coherent political philosophy seems to stem from
the tacit assumption that the issues of rights and treatment for the
mentally handicapped are apolitical.

This mistaken idea stems from

a.failure to come to grips with two important issues.
The first is that, historically, the treatment of the mentally
retarded has been greatly influenced by the prevailing political and
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social attitudes.

Thus, it is essential that advocates maintain a

hjitorical perspective.

The second point is that the spokesmen for

the retarded who have recognized that patterns of social change affecting.
".6

the mentally handicapped reflecLthe prevailing political attitudes
have generally failed-to be evaluative.

Most individuals and groups

have acted as if divergent political philosophies have similar implications with regard to th

nzaidicapped.

Cn th6 contrary, it will be

argued here that the various political views currently held in this
society differ in their implications with respect-to the welfare of
the mentally handicapped, and that the different implications can be
used to guide advocacy efforts.
It is to the former point that I would like to turn first.

stated in general terms, it is that the success of a particular
social movement is dependent upon the attitudes prevailing in the given
society,

Thus, an aspect of advocacy that has heretofore been neglected

is that of working to change the larger political and social atmosphere
in which specific reforms will be accepted or rejected.

That this

particular aspect of advocacy is of crucial importance is suggested by
any review of the history of the trestilient of the mentally retarded.

Sarason and Doris (1969) draw the connection most clearly, statingo
"% ...at any point in time, society's attitudes towards its deviants

are. not shaped solely by the scientific theories or facts then available.

The theories or facts will be seen to have different implications
depending upon the general social matrix in which they occur (p. 227)."
Taking the above as a premise,

I would like to give a brief historical

sketch of a particular social philosophy, both because it had profound
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effects on the treatment of the mentally retarded and becadse its social
and political antecedents still exert an influence on social policy
affecting the retarded.
.The 'intellectual movemmit I wish to d4scuss is the Social Darwinis41

of the latter half of the nineteenth century.

Briefly, the adherents-

of Social Darwinism attempted to apply the ideas of natural selection
and survival of the fittest to human social life.

Thus, the fittest

of a society (usually defined by the Social Darwinists as those having
the most material wealth) were seen as the superior' products of an
essentially biological process.

Similarly, those who were less success-

ful in a given society (thepoor, the mentally and physically handicapped,
They were

the diseased) wleu-seen as inferior races of mankind.

depicted as being what they were because of an inferior biological
inheritance, rather than environmental deprivation.

Thug, man should

not tamper with the natural selection process which will allow mankind's
:inferiors to dfsappear from the face of the earth.

Having these as

their beliefs, it is not surprising then, that the Social Darwinists were
r.

opposed to social measures that would ameliorate the condition of the poor
To quote Herbert Spencer, intellectual leader 'Of the

and handicapped.

Social Darwfnists, "...society is Constantly excreting its unhealthy,
imbecile, slow, vacillating, faithless members....unthinking., though well-

meaning, men advocate an interference which...stops the purifying process
(1851, p. 323)."

Social Darwinism occupies a place of importance in the history of
mental retardation in that it_had a considerable impact on the way the
mentally handNapped and underprivileged members of society. were perceived

1
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Instead,of being thought of as ViCtiW, of

dt tno turn of the contury.

adverse environmental circumstances, the retarded were seen as members
Ofrifti-Frferter -race ofAltankitiffl--In addition, Social Darw .2nisin paved

the way for, and is inextricably linked with, the eugenics movement
of the first thrt

dt-Y.

of this century (i:.;11er, 1963; Hofsterator,

1959; Sarason & Doris, 1969).

The eugenicit'.; carrit:6 tr.e doctri!lo

of Social Darwinism one step further and argued for restricting the
breeding of the "genetically unfit".

The eugenics movement is impqtant

in the history of the treatment of the mentally handicapped because it
was probably the primary advocate of the sterilization and segregation
of the mentally retarded.

Although their attempts at promoting effective

sterilization laws were generally unsuccessful, the eugenicists did
achieve success in getting society to accept the idea that the retarded
should be segregated in large institutions away from the community.

As

late as 1976, we are still in the process of reversing this mistaken
policy.

The relevance of these two social movements for the primary theses

othe present paper cannot be overemphasized.

It is important to realize

that Social Darwinism (and its stepchild - eugenics) arose not just
as a neutral application of Darwinian principles to social life, but
as a biological justification of specific political and economic doctrines.
Social Darwinism was conceived as an attempt to find justification for
laissez-faire economics,in natural laws.

Indeed, Spencer's seminal work,

Social Statics, preceded publication of Darwin's The Origin of the Spfcies
py eight years.

The term Social Darwinism is thus somewhat of a misnomer,

since Spencer had argued.against government interference in aid of the

6

poor long before Darwin's work was nrought in as a justification.
That Social Darwinism was used to bolster laissez-faire economics
and. conservative political doctrine has been cuyly documented by several
authors.

Hofstadter (1959) has stated:.

Darwinism was seized upon ors d WelCOMO addition,
to the store of idoas to which solid and conservative men appealed when they wished to reconcile
their fellows to some of the hardships of life and
to prevail upon them not to support hasty and illconsidered reforms. Darwinism was one or the great
informing insights in this long phase in the history of the conservative mind in America.
it was
those who wished to defend the political status
quo, above all the laissez-faire conservatives, who
were first to pick up the instruments of social
argument that were forged out of the Darwinian
concepts (pp. 5-6).
Hofstadter further states that Spencer's Social Statics was, "...'an
attempt to strengthen laissez-faire with the imperativeg of biology (p. 40)."
Hofstadter, in considering why the Darwinian ideas were distorted in this
particular direction, concludes, "The answer is that American society saw
its own ima6'e in the tooth-and- law version of natural selection, and

that its dominant groups were

herefore able to dramatize this vision of

cmpetition as a good thing in itself.

Ruthless business rivalry and

.unprincipled politics seemed to be. justified by the survival philosoRby
(p. 201)."

In their historical review of Social Darwinism's affect on the

treatment of the mentally retarded, Sarason and Doris. (1969) also empha-

size the link of Social Darwinism to laissez-faire economics, stating,
"While the attitudes of the Social Darwinists were undoubtedly for:b

large part by their redctiuns to evolutionary theory and the vivid

analogies itsurmested bt..ten life in nature and life in society, one most
also recognize the fundamental influence of classical economic theory.
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like the Social Darwinism that preceded it, would advocate not chango'in
the organization of society,but the elimination of those who could not or
would.not successfully adjust to that society (p. 243)."

Finally,

Haller (1963) in his historical work. on the eugenics movemelit, stated,

"...many strands of eugenic thought were a °scientific disguise for

conservative, often harsh, indictments of classes and races, and eugenics
became, for a time, preddMinantly a conservative creed (pp. 5-6)."

In

summary, a consideration of the intllecfual movement of Social Darwin7
ism illustrates the two major theses of this paper: first, that the
treatment of the mentally handicapped is affected by current political

and social attitudes, and secondly, that political philosophies differ
in their implications for the mentally handicapped.

It is the second point which should be stressed since it seems to
have, been most neglected.

That is, once, advocates for the mentally

handicapped realize that governmental policies affecting the retarded
are dependent upon social attitudes, it becoM'es necessary for a judgment
to be made as to which social and political philosophies have more positivt;'

implications for the mentally handicapped. .Sometimes this judgment can
be made by extrapolation from the past.
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we'r going to work Loward (p. 3:), Th,' i.xcept_iona1
Parent, February, 1976).
Hopefully, it will be recognized that charitable otganizations working
t

on behalf of the mentally retarded have a crucial weakness.

Since their

financial support comes from a broad spectrum of the populace, they are
forced into a-neutral phildsophical position so as not to alienate any segment, of the political continuum.

Thus they are unable to lobby effectively

for the retarded when the issues involved have political implications -.

This is a severe problemsince the plight of the retarded is similar to that
ofa disenfranchised minority group such as black Americans.

Like blacks,

the ;4ontally retarded are asking for previously denied jobs, housing, and
education.

They can best 6e helped toward thest; goals by a society that

suoports pra,:;ressive social chsinge:

Awareness of this fact among the citi-

zens

lead to increased poltical clout for

spe.lk for the retarded will

of a Lont.orary problem in the field of

Pcr:44/, a hrio;
retar.lation w;":1
for
L
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ad hoc

These groups have used zoning

cle',,knOi :0 lir4t.,,:t well-to-de propertied interests, to
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w;)uld Iltoly give a
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in tLoir neighborhoods.

These Sail.°

tu a charity for the retarded, but would
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si-ultaneously deny. them the basic human right to live independently in
.

society.

What the retarded really need is to have the city zoning laws

changed so that community homes for the mentally handicapped can be organized.
.

A recent study by Sigelman (1976) is relevant to this issue and

to the points argued previously.

She found that people who identified

themselves as political liberals were more favorable toward group housing
for the retarded in residential districts.

In addition, liberal respondents

were more likely to favor equal opportunity employment for thi"retarded.
Modern American conservatism, in short, which is rooted in the Social

Darwinism of the nineteenth century, emphasizes charity because its tenets
are fundamentally opposed to social change.

Howevier; the welfare of the

retarded greatly depends on some needed social, change.

Advocates for the

retarded should recognize this fact and support the liberal reforms that
will provide a more conducive environment for the mentally handicapped.
One policy traditionally supported by 'conservatives has been.a balanced
national budget.

Interestingly enough, the same people who advocate a

balanced national budget simultaneOusly endorse large expenditures.on the
..

Defense' establishment.

Obviously, larger military spending means smaller

expenditures in other parts of the budget.
are obvious.

The implications of this policy

The mentally retarded have .nothing to gain from subsidies

to Lockheed Aircraft,but have a great deal to gain from federal health
or education programs.

Why then, have professionals, parents, and advo-

cates of the retarded not proteted more'vociferously against the destruction of education and poverty programs by the Nixon and Ford administrations?

Have they hesitated for fearof involving the cause of the retarded in a
"political" struggle?

If so, and the author is inclined to believe so,

1:5
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ophy, determined to.maintain a large military apparatus at the expense of
social programs, has clear implications for the mentally retarded.

The sooner

those concerned wake up to that fact, the better.
One need not look far to see the conservative trend in modern political
rhetoric. - On the one hand we have seen Ronald Reagan campaigning in the

primaries on a platform of increased military expenditures and drastic
cuts in health, education, and welfare budgets.

On the other hand, we

observe President Ford reluctantly signing the "Education for All Handicapped Children Act" and then charging that the bill's supporters are
"falsely raising the expectations of the groups affected by claiming
authorization levels which are excessive and unrealistic...the funding levels
proposed in this bill will simply not be possible if Federal expenditures
are to be brought under control and a balanced budget achieved over the
next few years (White House Statement, December 2, 1975)."

A recent study by the present author clearly demonstrates the link
,between political philosophy and support of programs for the mentally
handicapped.

It was found that Congressmen who were primary.supPorters of

legislation of benefit to the handicapped tended to be significahtly more
liberal on other issues (as measured by the,A.D.A. liberal quotient) than
i

other Congressmen.
i

The above discussion touches,o4 just a few of the areas where a

\

conservative social and economic philosophy has proven detrimental to the
retarded.

As the mentally handicipped assume their full and equal place
.11

in'society, it is inevitable that controversy will occur.
resource allocation, treatMent of deviants,

16

Thf issues of

ildividual versue-group rights,
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and human sexuality all touch the retarded and are fraught with political
implications.

Fortunately, a few professionals have recently begun to

recognize the implications of social phiosophy for policy decisions
regarding the retarded.

In an excellent article, Morgenstern (1974) has

described the three prevalent community attitudes toward the retarded.

The

first is the primitive belief that the retarded are a sub-human class that
should be segregated in institutions so as not to be harmful to the
community.

Another belief held is that.the retarded are "child-innocents"

or "God's chosen children."

The implications of this attitude are clear

to Morgenstern, who states that, under this philosophy, "Assistance to
the retarded takes the form of charity and in return, the retarded are
expected to be grateful and coniorming (p. 159)." The third attitude toward the retarded is that they are "developing persons" whose potential can
t;est be realized by full participation in community life.

Morgenstern is

_
.

.

o%sentially in agreement with the present author when he states that,
0-an.lto from the onlightened and pr:;rc..i.:.

"AttiLudes in this ca to.:

..4% :!Its in our socio1y, ILt: 5,t-t.' ele-onts that have given imdetus to in..

..vt "t M'. for oivil riiihts ;or all minorities (p. 160)."
:.1

Lippman (1W),

ui_i reviw of attituJos .ihj prosTrams for the handicapped in several

t.k4fliLl'i0S, et...ientiaily .011tAtr.. with Lid, opinion, stating, "...prograw

tor tho mentally retark:d in l'urope are better than in the United States in part bec.luse attltn.1;!s are different (p. 68)."

The attitudes that

Lipoman feels contribute ta ti., devoln:)-(:nt of beneficial programs are
.1

,t

L/Ilitarianism, liberAi:..; , au.i an ak:ce,)tance of government responsibility
for re:;.ediatinc; SOCidi

In suHlary, thm is oiy10 docam.entation for the fact that the social
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and political philosophies of a society affect the types of programs
and treatment that are afforded the mentally retarded.

Thus, it-must be

recognized that we are creating the intellectual climate in which new
developi6ents.for the retarded will be accepted or rejected; and that we

create the climate in part by the political leaders we elect and the ideas
we support.

A recent editorial in The Exceptional Parent proposed that

every national organization concerned about people with disabilities
publicize to their mothberships the platforms of political candidates on
issues of health, education, and welfare for disabled Americans.

Although'

this is a laudable prooasal, following the lint of arguient preserited
in this paper I would saltiest that i°t does not go far enough.

Why not

openly endorse and c_aipport cro,;en candidates cis do other special interest
t.!:)Jp:;. with MUCh %LiC(.0v;

The directions in which long-term advocacy

vff:rts shotild be fOor,od tk..t. been alluded to previously.

It has been

ari;tiod thot more explicit .ttvi Lemrey,ive attempts by advocates to influjioe
.;:td

.J

,t; ter nandle4

will be ot low; term benefit to the retarded
Tn..1 day has ;-inally arrived for the slogan Of

handicapped to be, "%o more charity, give us our rights."
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